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See what your level of language proficiency might be, according to the ICAO and EASA Part-FCL rating scale: Tips for learning English from aviation English Asia. An article written by Michael Egerton We had a lot of interest from readers looking for free online courses to improve their English aviation. In this article I will share with you my
recommendations for free aviation English resources. Of course, this blog will continue to give you free English lessons, but the best possible resource is our mailing list. The best way to get free ICAO Aviation English exercises Visit our website and subscribe to get: FREE instant access to 4 demo units ICAO Aviation English Online
FREE tips on learning English FREE downloads and learning guides Course news in your country Special offers and promotions The first of these is very special - ICAO Aviation English Online course has 4 levels, each of 12 units. Each unit is about 8-12 hours of English practice. Subscribers can try 4 of these demo units from each of
the four levels before you buy the course. The content of the course is also very interesting to pilots and controllers because it covers important information you will need in your career, not just for the ICAO test. It is also the only konplete Aviation English course, which offers courses from ICAO levels 2-4. If you are preparing for the ICAO
English test, I recommend joining our mailing list and trying these free English lessons. What do you get in free demos? More than 30 hours of air English exercises including.. listening and reading understanding, true or false questions, gap-filling exercises, multiple choices, vocabulary practice, and radiotelephony opportunities. If your
grammar and listening skills are poor, I recommend trying lower-level courses that give you more grammar and listening practices. The upper level ICAO level 3 course is more focused on technical vocabulary, so don't worry about trying low-level units. There's plenty of good practice material for you. After trying demo units, I'm sure you'll
want to buy a complete course. Looking for more free ICAO English exercises? One of the most important skills you can easily develop is reading. There are thousands of airline articles online, but only a few are suitable as learning material. Such is the skill of an English teacher in aviation who can carefully select suitable articles for use
in the classroom. Keep an eye out for our blog and Facebook page for these articles. You can also read technical websites such such as a wiki created by a number of flight safety and training organizations. It makes fascinating reading and you can learn something new every time you visit. For listening practices, try listening to your .
Always key information in each and soon you will get acquainted with different accents. Be careful, listening to air traffic control can become addictive. Now an iphone app is available that makes listening even more convenient. Our YouTube channel contains a selection of videos, some of which even have ATC transcripts. If you have
interesting videos to share, let us know. Interact with Aviation England Asia If you want to improve your English, talk to us! We have a wide range of methods that you can use to engage in conversation. If you have a question, post it on our Facebook Discussion Forum, you can also make contact with other English language learners who
have similar experiences. Our team of pilots, topics experts and English language teachers in aviation will be happy to speak to you. We'll ask a question for discussion every week. If you have friends and colleagues, suggest that they like our site as well. You can find us here: Disadvantages of free aviation English resources It is always
good to practice English at every opportunity and make good use of free resources online. But if there's so much free material out there, then why pay for the course? As English teachers in aviation, we want you to be independent learners so that self-learning as much as you can is a good thing. The difficulty is when you get an
information overload and don't know where to focus your attention. With self-learning, you also lack feedback and guidance from teachers, who may be able to show you your mistakes or teach you an easier way to practice your skills. Another difficulty on the Internet is that it is easy to become distracted by advertisements and other
things like msn messenger. It can be very easy to lose track of time and the study is not always productive. ICAO Aviation English Online is more efficient because it has a learning management system that tracks your progress and time spent in the course. In addition to showing you your mistakes, if you miss too many study sessions or
fall behind in your study, we can give you a reminder. When you have a consistent rhythm study it is relatively easy to achieve half the ICAO level within 12 weeks. It's also easy to take things you learn online into the real world because it's also designed for blended classroom learning. So you can practice and expand everything you learn
online with the teacher and other students in the classroom. At the end of the day it's all about being able to communicate effectively with real people. What to do next For feedback and more information on aviation English Asia courses visit . We can help you improve your English, whether you are an experienced pilot, cadet entry pilot,
controller, aeronautical engineer or flight attendant, with customized courses designed specifically for your needs. If you have not already joined the aviation English language sending list for immediate access to the free demonstrations of the ICAO Aviation English Online course, and details, of course, in your area. Of course, feel free to
leave a comment or even a suggestion for a future article. We appreciate all your feedback. Want to find out your aviation English level? Take our FREE online VFR or IFR pilot test and get an immediate idea of your current level of aviation English on the official ICAO rating scale. good luck! It's an image of your actual level, and it's not
aimed at improving your level. It's an image of your actual level, and it's not aimed at improving your level. Home ICAO Library Store About Contact One way to improve your aviation English practice is your listening understanding skills with these ATC communications. Want to know what your ICAO English level is today? Aviation Radio
Communications Alphabet-numbers Audio ListenPractice Chart What do pilots tell air traffic controllers and what does that mean? Practice your omprehension listening skills with these ATIS communications What does climbing over -- So? What are the problems? Sample questions to see in the aviation English placement test (AEPT) or
pre-ICAO level 4 (PILT) test. Aviation International Phonetic Alphbet Listen and practice English lessons in aviation Practice listening and speaking Listen to problems with speech and understanding aviation English MP3 Player requires JavaScript and the latest Flash player. Get the Flash here. New York Clearance KJFK MP3 Player
requires JavaScript and the latest Flash player. Get the Flash here. The New York Ground KLGA MP3 Player requires JavaScript and the latest Flash player. Get the Flash here. Boston Departure KBOS MP3 Player requires JavaScript and the latest Flash player. Get the Flash here. Chicago Tower KMDW Visual volume aircraft flying sky
by sky around the world on any given day MP3 Player requires JavaScript and the latest Flash player. Get the Flash here. English talk video with subtitles Chicago O' Hear Tower KORD At any one time, about 5,000 aircraft are in the sky over the United States. In one year, controllers handle an average of 64 million takeoffs and landings.
Watch the National Air Traffic Controllers Association's NATCA Current Air Traffic live feed on: On any given day, more than 87,000 flights are in the skies in the United States. Only one-third are commercial carriers, such as American, United or Southwest. On an average day, air traffic controllers handle 28,537 commercial flights (major
and regional airlines), 27,178 General Aviation flights (private jets), 24,548 air taxi flights (charter planes), 5,260 military flights and 2,148 air cargo flights (Federal Express, UPS, etc.). The consensus among those who teach English as a second language is that English should be taught by native English speakers. Our licensed FAA
instructor pilots who wrote, approved FAA programs are from the United States of America and are trained to teach English, bring their own is placed in a classroom environment, along with our network of certified English as second Langue (ESL) instructors. You can only learn aviation English by practicing with realistic dialogues between
pilots, maintenance controllers and air traffic controllers (ATC) and real-world conversations. We teach only aviation English and conversational English with the aim of teaching you, aviation English, understand it, give you vocabulary, clarity, pronunciation, sentence structures and confidence to navigate using English as a second
language without the weight of all grammar rules. Our curriculum is designed to meet and exceed ICAO criteria at Operational Level 4 - 5 and 6. We teach our students with the following ICAO goals in mind: See Appendix 1: Holistic Descriptors, Manual on Implementing Language Requirements ICAO Second Edition 2010 page 4-5 a.b.c.
d. d. e. and ICAO Circular 318-AN/180 Criteria for testing languages for global harmonization. Aviation English Classes also provides an aviation book store with quality ebooks and videos, an extensive growing library with free downloads, an audio pronunciation glossary, its own text course material, audio and video, one-on-one training,
webinars and more. A new concept in teaching aviation English, pilots teach pilots, ATC and crew at a reasonable price. Our goal in teaching aviation english is to provide a framework for quality instruction of pronunciation, structure, vocabulary, fluency, understanding and interaction without the weight of all grammatical rules, with the
ability to understand and communicate effectively within the ICAO criteria for global alignment. Aviation English Classes has developed a shadowing technique that is very effective in learning and speaking English. Shadow is an advanced learning technique in which you listen to text in a targeted language and then speak it aloud at the
same time as the native speaker. Listen to case studies, conversations below to assess what understanding and verbal skills are needed, and what tools will help you communicate effectively. The pilots' stories below are about pilots who are and have been very skilled in their craft, however communication has been a problem and that is
what we will solve in our training. (Below click on and play to hear some real aviation communications, that we can all learn from) Pilot Japan 7 Heavy in this example did a good job in navigating his second language, English and ATC showed the respect and kindness that all professionals expect. Click here to read the full transcript and
see the airport diagram (BOS) Click here to listen to the communication and read the text of the Avianca 052 Co-Pilot and ATC and the cockpit crew text. Before the fatal crash in Hillside in Cove Neck, N.Y., it shouldn't have happened. In this example, this is a very capable pilot, but it also shows a real need in aviation, for pilots Flight
controllers take control of their communications when they speak. Speaking more slowly, giving clarity and pronunciation to your words will give you a much better result. Because others can speak quickly within the ATC doesn't mean you have to do the same. The question is, did the pilot fully understand the instructions given to him by
the ATC? If he didn't understand the instructions he was given, what dangers could he pose to the safety of his crew and to others? These are very important issues that we will address in our teaching of English aviation. Another example of understanding the words used in aviation, China Northern Airlines Flight 6901 (CJ6901) was a
McDonnell Douglas MD-82 aircraft flying from Beijing's Capital International Airport to Ürümqi Diwopu International Airport in Xinjiang, China. On November 13, 1993, he crashed on the approach to Ürümqi Airport. 12 of the 102 passengers and crew died. The accident is attributed to pilot error. While on final approach, the autopilot
automatically shut down. The captain continued to reassess him, believing he would still be in APP mode. However, when activated, the autopilot went into VERT SPD mode with a setting of -800 feet per minute. The crew's failure to turn off the autopilot and manually ground the aircraft contributed to the accident. Another factor was the
crew's lack of knowledge in English. When the GPWS (Ground Proximity Warning System) issued an audio alarm, the captain asked his first officer what the words Pull up meant. The first officer replied that he didn't know. Consequently, the pilots ignored the warnings and failed to correct their excessive descent speed, causing the
aircraft to hit power lines and a wall before landing in a field. In 1951, ICAO was awarded the 2000 World Cup. See examples of accidents and incidents, due to misunderstandings of the English language. We are not just another English language school in aviation, our focus is not only to prepare students to pass the ICAO exam, but to
fully prepare the student for everyday situations in the real world on the ground and in the air. MP3 Player requires JavaScript and the latest Flash player. Get the Flash here. MP3 Player requires JavaScript and the latest Flash player. Get the Flash here. MP3 Player requires JavaScript and the latest Flash player. Get the Flash here.
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